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◉ Company Introduction
Saeang Co., Ltd.  is the traditional herb-oriented hair cosmetics company pursuing the healthy hair and scalp professionally.

Saeang  representative herbal hair cosmetics brand "Saeangmeori" released the "Saeangmeori Oriental Herb Eoyumi" shampoo set 

which is authorized as a sanitary aid that is effective in preventing hair loss. "Eoyumi" shampoo sets are being sold in 25 retailers 

throughout the country.

The stable regimen of over 20 kinds of herbal extracts based on the oriental medicines prevents people suffering by the pollution 

and stress of the industrialized environment from the hair loss and damages of scalp. This is the most obvious differentiation and 

strengths of which we are confidently proud of giving you.

Saeang Co., Ltd. with the brand mission of customer satisfaction based on faith and trust, is the customer-oriented company 

communicating constantly with the customers and developing customer-friendly goods actively.

◉ Items (품목 및 제품명 등 한줄로 간단한 소개)

1. Saeangmeori - Eoyumi Liquid Shampoo 

2. Saeangmeori – Dabit Hair Color Cream 3S,4S,5S,6S,7S,8Y

3. EZEKIEL Curling Shine Hair Essence 

◉ Features ◉ Specification

Saeangmeori - 

Eoyumi Liquid 

Shampoo

(Functional cosmetics)
＊It prevents hair loss and supplies 
nutrients to scalp.
＊It contains oriental herb extracts that 
help in hair growth and development. 
＊It keeps hair looking healthy by adding 
oriental herb extracts. 
＊It supplies nutrients to scalp to help 

reduce dandruff, itching and hair loss. 

Saeangmeori – 
Dabit Hair Color 

Cream

(Functional cosmetics)
＊3S(Black brown)/4S(Dark brown)/5S(Natural 
brown)/6S(Light brown)/7S(Coppery light 
brown)/8Y(Light yellowish brown)
＊It minimizes irritation to hair and scalp 
during coloring process by using licorice 
extracts and various moisture ingredients.
＊It keeps hair shiny and calm after 
coloring without discoloration for a long 
time.＊It is easy to use with short coloring 

time with little damage to hair. 

EZEKIEL Curling 

Shine Hair 

Essence 

＊It keeps your hair healthy by giving 
treatment effects with oriental herb 
extracts.
＊It helps conditioning and moisturizing hair 
by using olive oil, grapeseed oil, and jojoba 
seed oil.
＊ It can be used to make volumize and 
moisturize your permed hair if it looks 
lifeless, dry and brittle.＊It is possible to 
give a natural shiny and volumized hair 

instead of lifeless, dry and brittle look. 


